We got back yesterday, and as you promised it was a trip of a lifetime! Everything was very smooth. There
was someone to greet us at every transfer and we never had to wonder where to go.
The accommodations were sensational. Loved the feeling of being in tents yet having such nice decor. All
the mattresses were nice and firm, just the way we like them and we slept very well. The service was
unbelievable. We were greeted with singing, with wet towels, and always with a smile. The food at the
lodges was delicious and fresh and the chefs went out of their way to make sure the kids had food that they
liked. We loved the daily sundowners on the safari drives, having wine and snacks while watching the sun
go down.
Wasserman Family
Enjoyed the mobile camp sites. Sharing the site worked out well and the two other couples !
were good fun and we enjoyed being with Brian Gibson as well as Andrew Harkness, who was a !
terrific guide… couple of highlights were seeing seven lions take down a kudo at Moremi, the!
largest male leopard the guides had seen in Moremi, painted dogs on on the run at Moremi!
Ken and Debby Pash
Thank you for a marvelous safari...It was a trip of a lifetime for all three generations...every camp, guide,
sighting and meal was beautifully organized and presented! It went way too fast but in the end, we had
collected so many experiences and thousands of photos that we will be able to enjoy in the months and
years to come! Thank you for your amazing insights and organizational skills!
The Hamilton/Settlemier Families
Dear Alison,
We had a fantastic time on our African Safari. The kids really loved seeing all the animals.
Thank you for organizing our trip - we really enjoyed every place that we went to. The staff at each camp
were excellent in their service and we were so grateful to have Brooks as our guide. He was great - kept us
and the kids entertained as well as teaching us so much about the wildlife and animal behaviors...He is such
a great tracker too - found the leopards for us at Little Tubu and Little Mombo. Took so many photos - had 5
cameras going...Ate too much though (as the food was so good).
Stephen asked for some recipes from the cooks at Little Tubu.
Thanks again!
Regards,
Elaine Kuo Family

